Name: ____________________________  Spelling Unit A-9

Spelling Practice

rose  bone  cone  hole  poke  nose  gave  make  broke  stone

1. Which two words rhyme with HOSE?  ____________  and  ____________

2. Which two words begin with B?  ____________  and  ____________

5. Which two words have an A in them?  ____________  and  ____________

6. Write the word that rhymes with POLE.  ________________

7. Write the word that begins with P.  ________________
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1. Which two words rhyme with HOSE? **rose** and **nose**

2. Which two words begin with B? **bone** and **broke**

3. Write the word that begins with the same sound as STORY. **stone**

4. Write the word that begins with the /k/ sound. **cone**

5. Which two words have an A in them? **gave** and **make**

6. Write the word that rhymes with POLE. **hole**

7. Write the word that begins with P. **poke**
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